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Abstract

analyze them.
The key application of cache performance analysis
is towards the cache conscious design of data structures
and algorithms. In our previous work we studied the
cache conscious design of priority queues[13] and sorting algorithms[14], and were able to make signi cant
performance improvements over traditional implementations by considering cache e ects.
The goal of the work in this paper is to assemble
a useful set of analysis tools for understanding the
cache performance of algorithms. From the cache's
perspective, an executing algorithm is simply a sequence
of memory accesses. Unfortunately, an algorithm's
memory access pattern can be quite complicated and
there is no way to analyze arbitrary access patterns.
Accordingly, we model algorithms as a combination
of simple access patterns whose cache performance
characteristics can be quanti ed. In this paper we focus
on two basic access patterns, a traversal of a contiguous
segment of memory and a system of random accesses.
We consider two types of traversals: a simple scan
traversal that traverses memory sequentially and a permutation traversal that visits every block in the contiguous segment a xed number of times. Both traversals
are common patterns in algorithms, the former occurring in many array-based algorithms and the latter in
traversals of dynamic data structures where the order
of the data is independent of the memory layout. For
permutation traversals, we give a simple expression for
the expected number of cache misses per access in theorem 5.1, assuming the permutation order is chosen uniformly at random. In practice, the expression is a good
predictor of the cache performance of an arbitrary permutation traversal.
A system of random accesses is de ned by a set of
random processes that access memory in a stochastic,
memoryless fashion. In this paper we analyze systems
of random accesses running for a nite number of steps.
This contrasts our previous paper [13] in which we
only analyzed the performance of a system of random
accesses running for an in nite period. We apply
the analysis to obtain theorem 7.2, which describes
the cache performance of such a system interacting
with a scan traversal. Such an access pattern arises

This paper describes a model for studying the cache performance of algorithms in a direct-mapped cache. Using
this model, we analyze the cache performance of several commonly occurring memory access patterns: (i)
sequential and random memory traversals, (ii) systems
of random accesses, and (iii) combinations of each. For
each of these, we give exact expressions for the number
of cache misses per memory access in our model. We illustrate the application of these analyses by determining
the cache performance of two algorithms: the traversal
of a binary search tree and the counting of items in a
large array. Trace driven cache simulations validate that
our analyses accurately predict cache performance.

1 Introduction

The concrete analysis of algorithms has a long and rich
history. It has played an important role in understanding the performance of algorithms in practice. Traditional concrete analysis of algorithms is interested in approximating as closely as possible the number of \costly
steps" an algorithm takes. For example, in a sorting algorithm, because comparisons are fairly costly, the traditional measure of its performance is the number of
comparisons it takes to sort. In an arithmetic problem,
such as performing the Fourier Transform, a traditional
measure is the number of arithmetic operations the algorithm takes.
This paper proposes and investigates another arena
for concrete analysis of algorithms. We call this new
area cache performance analysis of algorithms because
we are interested in approximating as closely as possible
the number of cache misses an algorithm incurs. In
modern processors cache misses are very costly steps, in
some cases costing 50 processor cycles or more [10]. In
the tradition of concrete analysis of algorithms, cache
misses are genuinely costly, and it is appropriate to
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when modeling basic algorithms such as radix sort,
heap sort, rehashing, Hu man coding, and parsing.
Quantifying the interaction between the two access
patterns is important, as it yields better predictions
than that obtained from analyzing each access pattern
independently.
Finally, we give example applications of our analyses to understanding the cache performance of tree
traversals and frequency counting. Using a trace driven
cache simulation we show that our analyses accurately
predict the cache performance of each.

2 Related Work

Memory hierarchies have been studied from a variety
of perspectives for a long time. A number of authors
have established models of memory hierarchies then
designed and analyzed algorithms for these models
[2, 3, 4, 6]. In addition, there is a long history of
external memory algorithms, for example, for sorting
and searching [8, 15, 12, 21, 22, 23]. One characteristic
of much of this previous work is that in addition to
performing calculations, the algorithms can explicitly
move data to and from the cache. While this makes for
an interesting, powerful programming model, modern
machines do not typically provide any abilities beyond
simple prefetching for moving data between memory
levels. Rather, we assume that items are only brought
into the cache when they are accessed and are only
removed from the cache when they are evicted by
another con icting access. This paper focuses on directmapped caches, a cache design commonly found in
modern machines. In direct-mapped caches, the data
item brought into the cache can only go to one place.
The result is that our analyses are both di erent and
likely more useful in practice than cache analyses for
fully associative caches [17].
There have been several studies [1, 17, 19, 20]
that have tried to quantify the cache performance of
programs by summarizing or analyzing actual memory
access traces. Our work di ers from this in that we do
not examine the trace of a program, but just the actual
algorithm itself. A number of studies have analyzed
di erent memory hierarchy alternatives by modeling
program or multiprogram access patterns by a simple
stochastic model, the Independent Reference Model
(IRM) [5, 16, 11]. Rather than apply such a model to
entire programs, we apply and extend the IRM cache
analysis of Rao [16] to algorithm subcomponents that
exhibit random access behavior.

divided up into M blocks and a smaller cache that is
divided up into C blocks. Memory is indexed 0 to
M , 1 and the cache is indexed 0 to C , 1. Although
C  M, we assume that C is fairly large, at least in
the hundreds and more likely in the tens of thousands.
In this study we only examine direct-mapped caches. In
a direct-mapped cache each block of memory maps to
exactly one block in the cache. We assume the simple
mapping where memory block x is mapped to cache
block x mod C. At any moment of time each block y in
the cache is associated with exactly one block of memory
x such that y = x mod C. In this case we say that block
x of memory is in the cache. An access to memory block
x is a hit if x is in the cache and is a miss, otherwise. As
a consequence of a miss the accessed block x is brought
into the cache and the previous block residing at cache
location x mod C is evicted.
We model an algorithm as a sequence of accesses
to blocks in memory. We assume that initially, none of
the blocks to be accessed are in the cache. In reality an
algorithm reads and writes to variables where a variable
is stored as part of a block or as multiple blocks. A
read or write to a variable that is part of a block is
modeled as one access to the block. A read or write
to a variable that occupies multiple blocks is modeled
as a sequence of accesses to the blocks. We do not
distinguish between reads and writes because we assume
a copy back architecture with a write bu er for the cache
[9]. In the copy back architecture writes to the cache are
not immediately passed to the memory. A write to cache
block y = x mod C is written to memory block x when
a miss occurs, that is, when block z is accessed where
y = z mod C and z 6= x. A write bu er allows the writes
to location x to propagate to memory asynchronously
with high probability.
The cache performance of an algorithm is measured
by the number of misses it incurs. Naturally, an
algorithm's overall performance is not just a function of
the number of misses, but also a function of the number
of memory accesses, the runtime penalty incurred due
to each cache miss, and the cost of other operations. In
this paper we concentrate on just cache misses because
it is an important factor in overall performance.

4 Empirical Validation Methodology

For the two example applications{ tree traversal and
frequency counting{ we have performed experiments to
validate our analyses. These involved measuring the
number of misses incurred by an actual implementation
of each on a simulated cache. To do so, we implemented
each application in C on a DEC Alpha, and monitored
3 The Model
We choose a simple model of cache memory for our the memory accesses made using Atom [18]. Atom is
analysis. We assume there is a large memory that is a utility for instrumenting program executables. In
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particular, one can insert cache simulation code at each
read and write to memory. By running the instrumented
program, we are able to measure the number of memory
accesses made and the misses that would occur for
various cache con gurations.
One bene t of performing the experiments, other
than validating the analyses, is that we were able to
verify that the patterns we analyze contribute most of
the cache misses in our example applications. Though
we do not model accesses to local variables and to
the program stack, the experiments demonstrated that
these had minimal impact on the cache miss count. One
caveat of interpreting our experimental results is that
they are derived from a cache simulation: For example,
they do not measure misses due to context switches, or
e ects due to virtual to physical address mapping.

5 Traversals

One of the simplest memory access patterns is a traversal with block access rate K. A traversal with block

access rate K accesses each block of a contiguous array of N=K blocks exactly K times each (we always
assume that K divides N). Hence, there are a total
of N accesses in a traversal. We consider two di erent
traversals, a scan traversal and a permutation traversal. A scan traversal starts with the rst block, accesses
it K times, then goes to the next block accessing it
K times, and so on to the last block. Scan traversals
are extremely common in algorithms that manipulate
arrays. If B array elements t in a block then a left-toright traversal of the array is a scan traversal with block
access rate B.
The scan traversal is easy to analyze. Every K
accesses is a cache miss when a new block is brought
into the cache, yielding 1=K cache misses per access.
Proposition 5.1. A scan traversal with block access rate K has 1=K cache misses per access.

5.1 Permutation Traversals

ll a block. A traversal of the linked list is essentially a
permutation traversal with block access rate B.
The analysis of permutation traversal, summarized
in the following theorem, is more complicated.
Theorem 5.1. Assuming all permutations are
equally likely, a permutation traversal with block access rate K of N=K contiguous memory blocks has 1=K
misses per access if N  KC and

(5.1)

1 , (K ,N 1)C

expected cache misses per access if N > KC .
Proof. Let us x a particular cache block x. Let

m1 ; m2; : : :; mn be the memory blocks that map to
cache block x in the region accessed by the traversal.
Depending on the value of x, n will be dN=CK e
or bN=CK c. During the permutation traversal, nK
accesses will be made to x. To determine the expected
number of misses incurred by accesses to x during the
traversal, we need only consider the stream of accesses
to memory mapped to x.
For 1  i  nK, de ne a random variable Bi = j
whenever the i-th access that maps to x is to location
mj . For 1  i  nK and 1  j  n, let Xij 2 f0; 1g be
a random variable that indicates whether the i-th access
that maps to x is a hit to location mj . The rst access
to x is always a miss, so X1j = 0 for all j. For i > 1 we
have the following:
K(K , 1)
E[Xij ] = Pr[Bi,1 = j and Bi = j] = nK(nK
, 1)
For a traversal, the expected number of hits at x is then
nK X
n
X
i=1 j =1

K(K , 1) = K , 1:
E[Xij ] = n(nK , 1) nK(nK
, 1)

Note that this value is independent of the choice of x.
The expected number of hits incurred by the traversal for all cache blocks is just the sum of the expected
contribution for each cache block. For N  KC, the
number of cache blocks to consider is N=K, so the total
expected hits is (K , 1)N=K and the expected hits per
access is (K , 1)=K. For N > KC, there are C cache
blocks to consider, so the total expected hits is (K , 1)C
and the expected hits per access is (K , 1)C=N. Considering the misses per access gives us the statement of
the theorem.

A permutation traversal starts by accessing a memory block chosen uniformly at random. At any point
in the permutation traversal, if there are k accesses remaining and memory block x has j accesses remaining,
then memory block x is chosen for the next access with
probability j=k. Another way to think of a permutation traversal is as a permutation of a multiset chosen
uniformly at random. Consider the multiset S that contains exactly K copies of x where 0  x < N=K. Let
 = 12    N be a permutation of S. If i = x then
the i-th access in the permutation traversal is to block 5.2 Example: Tree Traversals
x. Permutation traversals are also very common in algoTo illustrate our result for permutation traversals,
rithms. For example, suppose a linked list is constructed we apply it to predicting the cache performance of a
where the nodes were allocated randomly and B nodes preorder traversal of an random binary search tree.
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6 Random Access

predicted
measured
1.0
misses per tree node

The binary search tree implementation we consider
is pointer-based. Each node of the tree consists of
a key value, a data pointer, and pointers to its left
and right children. It is common in memory ecient
implementations of data structures for all the data of
a certain type to be allocated from the same region
of memory, so we assume further that the nodes of
the tree are allocated contiguously in memory. The
keys of the nodes, hence the structure of the tree, are
determined independently of the node allocation order.
In a recursive implementation of a preorder traversal, we
start at the root node, examine its key, then recursively
visit the nodes of the left subtree, and then the nodes
of the right subtree. Assume that exactly L tree nodes
t in a cache block. A preorder traversal, then, is a
permutation traversal with K = 3L.
Note that even if the tree is arbitrary, the permutation traversal that arises from its preorder traversal
is not completely arbitrary. When the key of a node is
visited, the next access will always be to the left child
pointer. Furthermore, the right child pointer will be accessed next for the majority of nodes (the leaves), or
may be accessed soon after. For this reason, we model
the accesses to the keys as a permutation traversal with
K = L, and the remaining accesses to the child pointers
as hits. If n is the number of tree nodes and C is the
cache size in blocks, theorem 5.1 gives the total number
of misses to be n=L when n < CL and n , (L , 1)C
otherwise.
To validate this analysis, we implemented preorder
traversal and measured its cache performance using the
methodology described in section 4. In this implementation, a tree node consisted of a key, data pointer, and
left and right child pointers, totaling 32 bytes. The simulated cache was a megabyte in size with 64 byte blocks,
so L = 2 and C = 214 = 16; 384. Figure 1 shows the
misses per tree node measured for a preorder traversal of
a randomly generated tree for varying sizes n. Note that
our model very closely predicts the number of misses,
even though the model does not consider misses due to
accessing the right child pointer, accessing data on the
execution stack, or accessing other auxiliary data, as
their number is not signi cant.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the measured cache performance of a preorder tree traversal with that predicted
by our model.
pendent reference assumption [7]. In this model each

access is independent of all previous accesses.
In our previous paper [13] we called the analysis of a
set of random access patterns collective analysis and in
this paper we adopt the collective analysis approach in
order to examine algorithms that exhibit random access.
We begin by introducing a system of random accesses.
In a system of random accesses the cache is partitioned
into a set R of regions and the accesses are partitioned
into a set P of processes. In practice, the processes are
used to model accesses to di erent portions of memory
that map to the same portion of the cache. For example,
if we have two data items that con ict in the cache,
the accesses of each would correspond to two distinct
processes.
We let ij be the probability that region i 2 R
is accessed by process j 2 P. PLet ri be the size of
region i in blocks, so that C = i2R ri . Furthermore,
let i be the
P probability that region i is accessed, that
is, i = j 2P ij . The following proposition is a
restatement of a theorem in our previous paper [13]
which is an extension of a theorem of Rao [16].
Proposition 6.1. In a system of random accesses,
in the limit as the number of accesses goes to in nity,
the expected number of misses per access is

X X 2
Another simple access pattern in memory is random ac1 , 1
ij :
cess. In a random access pattern each block x of memi2R i j 2P
ory is accessed statistically, that is, on a given access
block x is accessed with some probability. In most algorithms that exhibit random access, the probability that It is helpful to de ne the quantities
x is accessed on a given access depends on the history of
1 X 2 ;
past accesses. However, often a random access pattern

i=
i j 2P ij
can be analyzed approximately by assuming the inde-
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the probability that an access is a hit in region i, and
=

X
i2R

i ;

the probability that an access is a hit. The probability
that an access is a miss is simply 1 , .
To illustrate application of collective analysis we
consider the cache performance of a simple algorithm
that can be modeled as random access. The algorithm
uses two arrays: one that is the size of the cache, and
the other one-third the size of the cache. The algorithm
loops forever where on each iteration it chooses two
random elements of the rst array and stores their sum
in a randomly chosen element of the second array.
To apply collective analysis to this algorithmm we
divide the cache into two regions: Region 0 is onethird the size of the cache and holds blocks from the
rst one-third of the rst array and all of the second
array; Region 1 is two-thirds the size of the cache and
holds the remaining blocks of the rst array. We model
the accesses to the arrays by two processes: Process
0 performs the reads from the rst array and process
1 performs the writes to the second array. Note that
process 0 accesses memory twice as frequently as process
1. The per-region access parameters are
00 = 92 ; 01 = 13 ; 10 = 49 ; 11 = 0
0 = 95 ; 1 = 49
Note that this model is an approximation to the actual
access pattern of the algorithm as the read and write
process accesses are deterministically interleaved| we
know that every third access is to the second array,
for example. However, this model can yield a good
approximation for the hit rate. From proposition 6.1,
the predicted number of hits per access for this example
are
 2  2 !
 2
9
9
2
1
11 :
=5 9 + 3
+ 4 49 = 15
This yields an expected miss ratio of about 26.7%,
which is within .2% of the miss ratio measured from an
implementationof this algorithm using the methodology
of section 4. We will see another more straightforward
use of collective analysis in section 7.3.

6.1 Random Access for a Finite Period

Proposition 6.1 gives the expected miss ratio if we
think of a system of random accesses running forever.
However, in some cases we are interested in the number
of misses that occur in N accesses, rather than in the

long run. This case arises naturally when we know
that every N accesses \ ushes" the cache. We have
the following lemma that is a key to all the results that
follow:

Lemma 6.1. In a system of random accesses, for
each block in region i, the expected number of misses in
N accesses is


(6.2) i = i r, i N + i 1 , 1 , r i
i
i
i

N !

:

Proof. Let x be a particular block in region i. Let
ik be the probability that the k-th access is a miss at
block x. This is just the product of the probability that
x is accessed and the probability that an access to x is
a miss:
ik = Pr[k-th access is x]
 Pr[k-th access is missjk-th access is x]:
The rst term is just r since an access to any of the
ri blocks in region i are equally likely. To address
the second term, we consider instead the conditional
probability that the k-th access was a hit to x given
that it was an access to x, that is, the hit ratio of x at
access k. Let qik be this hit ratio. We have
ik = r i (1 , qik):
i
A hit occurs at the k-th access whenever x has been
accessed before and the most recent access to x was
made by the same process as the k-th access. Thus, we
have
k,1! X  2

ij

i
qik = 1 , 1 , r
i
i
j
i
i





!

k,1
i :
= 1 , 1 , r i
i
i
where the rst term in the product is the probability
that x has been accessed before the k-th access, and the
second term is the probability the most recent access
and the k-th access were made by the same process,
given that they were accesses to x.
To compute i , note that ik is also the expectation
that the k-th access is a miss at x. Since the value of
ik is independent of the choice of x, i is just the sum
of ik over all accesses k:

i =

N
X
k=1

ik

k,1
N 



i , i
i X
i
=
ri N + ri k=1 1 , ri
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= i r, i N + i 1 , 1 , r i
i
i
i

N !

access. Assume that the total number of accesses is N
where (1+ L)C divides N. There are exactly N=(1 +L)
traversal misses. Consider a block x in region i. Every
C traversal accesses the traversal captures the block x,
that is, the traversal accesses a block in memory that
From this lemma it is easily seen that thePexpected maps to cache block x. During the next C , 1 traversal
number of misses in all the N accesses is i2R rii . accesses, a random access might be made to the block
Hence we have the theorem
that was evicted from x by the traversal. By lemma 6.1
Theorem 6.1. In a system of random accesses, the the expected number of misses per block of region i in
expected number of misses per access in N accesses is the random accesses during C traversal accesses is

N !

LC !
X rii
1

i

,



i
i
i
i
(6.3) 1 ,  + N
:
i = r LC +  1 , 1 , r
:
i 1 , 1 , ri
i
i
i
i2R
:

As N goes to in nity the expected number of misses The expected number of misses, both traversal and
per access goes to 1 , , the expected miss ratio from random accesses, during C traversal accesses is
proposition 6.1. If there is only one process and one
X
C + ri i :
region then  = 1. As a consequence the expected
i2R
number of misses per access simpli es to
!


This gives us the expected number of misses per access
C 1 , 1 , 1 N  C 1 , e,N=C  :
described in the following theorem.
N
C
N
Theorem 7.1. In a system consisting of a scan
traversal with access rate 1 and system of random ac-

7 Interaction of a Scan Traversal with a System cesses with L accesses per traversal access, the expected
of Random Accesses
number of misses per access is

In this section we apply the results of the previous
sections to derive a formula for the expected number of
misses per access when a scan traversal interacts with a
system of random accesses.
Suppose we have a system of accesses that consists
of a scan traversal with block access rate K to some
segment of memory interleaved with a system of random
accesses to another segment of memory that makes
L accesses per traversal access. What we mean by
this is that the accesses to memory have the pattern
of one traversal access followed by exactly L random
accesses, followed by one traversal access followed by
exactly L random accesses, repeated for as long as the
algorithm continues. In addition, the traversal accesses
a block exactly K times before moving to the next block.
If you like, the pattern of access is described by the
regular expression (t1 rLt2 rL :::tK rL ) where a sequence
t1t2 :::tK indicates K accesses to the same block and r
represents a random access. We assume that the system
of random accesses has regions R and processes P and
the probability that process j accesses region i is ij .
Region i has ri blocks.

7.1 Scan Traversal with Access Rate 1

It is helpful to begin by considering the case when
K = 1. In this case we are analyzing the access
pattern described by the regular expression (trL ) where
t indicates a traversal access and r indicates a random

(7.4)

1 + (1 , )L + C1

P

ri i
i2R i





1 , 1 , r

i
i

LC 

:
1+L
It is interesting to set the parameters to some speci c
values to see the results. Assume there is one region
of size C and two processes where each is equally likely
to access a given block. In this case r1 = C, 1 = 1,
and  = 1 = 1=2. For large size C the formula (7.4)
evaluates to approximately
3 + L , e,L :
(7.5)
2(1 + L)
For L = 1 formula (7.5) evaluates to approximately
.91 misses per access. As L grows the number of
misses per access approaches .5 which is what one would
expect with the system of random accesses without any
interaction with a traversal.

7.2 Scan Traversal with Arbitrary Access Rate

In the numerator of expression (7.4) there are three
terms corresponding to the three sources of misses. The
rst term, 1, accounts for the misses caused by the scan
traversal itself. The second term, (1 , )L, accounts
for the misses caused by the P
system of random accesses
by itself. The third term, C1 i2R r (1 , (1 , r )LC ),
accounts for the misses caused by random access after
i i
i

i
i
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the traversal has captured the block accessed. When
K > 1 there is an additional source of cache misses.
Consider two consecutive accesses by the scan traversal
to the same block x. Between the two accesses are L
random accesses. There is some chance that one of the
L random accesses is to a block that maps to the same
block in the cache as x does. If that happens there are
two misses. First, the random access is a miss because
the block belongs to the traversal and second, the next
traversal access to block x is a miss.
For simplicity we assume that K(1+L)C divides the
total number of accesses N. In this case a fourth term
in the numerator arises that quantitatively provides the
expected number of misses caused during the K , 1
traversal accesses to single blocks during the traversal.
In most cases the fourth term will be negligible, but if
L is large, it can be signi cant.
Theorem 7.2. In a system consisting of a scan
traversal with access rate K and a system of random accesses with L accesses per traversal access, the expected
misses per access is S=K(L + 1) where S is the sum of
the following terms

(7.6)
(7.7)
(7.8)
(7.9)

1
(1 , )KL
!
1 X rii 1 , 1 , i KLC ,(K ,1)L
C i2R i
ri
!


K , 1 X r i + 1 1 , 1 , i L :
C i2R i i
ri

Proof. Let x be a speci c block in region i of the
cache. In every KC traversal accesses there are (K , 1)
that access a block that maps to x (after the rst
access to the block). Hence, in that period there are
KC , (K , 1) accesses that do not map to x at all or
are the rst access to a block that maps to x. During
this period of the KC , (K , 1) accesses there are
KLC ,(K ,1)L random access by the system of random
accesses. By lemma 6.1 there are
i = i r, i (KLC , (K , 1)L)
i

KLC ,(K ,1)L!


i
i
:
+  1, 1, r
i
i
expected misses by the system of random accesses to
memory the map to block x. The remaining K , 1
traversal accesses map to block x. Between each of these
accesses are L random accesses. Again by lemma 6.1
there are

L !



i , i
i
i
i = r L +  1 , 1 , r
:
i
i
i

expected misses by the system of random accesses
to memory that map to block x. In addition, with
probability i = 1 , (1 , r )L there is an additional
miss in the traversal caused by a random access that
maps to x. Thus, for every KC traversal accesses there
are K(1 + L)C total accesses and
i
i

C+

X
i2R

ri (i + (K , 1)(i + i ))

expected misses. This immediately yields the theorem.

7.3 Example: Frequency Counting

A common algorithm component is frequency
counting: given an array, determine the number of times
each item appears in the array. For example, it is needed
in Hu man and other encoding schemes, and is employed in ecient implementations of radix sort. In this
section we apply the formula of theorem 7.2 to determine the cache performance of frequency counting.
Assume we have an array E whose values are
elements of f0; 1; : : :; n , 1g. To obtain a frequency
count of the values, we have an array F of size n. We
traverse the array E and increment the frequencies in F
accordingly. If we view the value of each element of E
as being chosen randomly with some probability, then
frequency counting involves a scan traversal of array E
in combination with random accesses to update F .
To demonstrate the analysis we assume that each
value in f0; 1; : : :; n , 1g is equally likely to be in each
position of the array E. In addition, let us assume
that exactly B array entries of E t into a block and
that E requires storage at least twice the size of the
cache. We assume that the frequency array F also has
B frequencies per block, hence it uses n=B blocks. It is
handy to de ne k and d such that n=B = Ck + d where
0  d < C.
Note that the traversal has access rate B and there
is exactly 1 random access per traversal access, hence,
referring to theorem 7.2, we have K = B and L = 1.
To specify the set of random processes associated with
frequency counting, there are two regions, the rst of
size d and the second of size C , d. In the rst region
there are k+1 processes where each process j, 0  j  k,
in region 1 represents the accesses to memory blocks Cj
to Cj + d , 1. Similarly, in the second region there are
k processes were each process j, 0  j < k, in region
2 represents the accesses to memory blocks Cj + d to
C(j + 1) , 1. In the case that n=B  C the parameters
of the system of random accesses are: 1j = d=(n=B)
for 0  j  k and 2j = (C , d)=(n=B) for 0  j < k.
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Hence we can calculate:
r1 = d
r2 = C , d
1 = (k + 1)d=(n=B) 2 = k(C , d)=(n=B)
1 = d=(n=B)
2 = (C , d)=(n=B)
 = C=(n=B):
In the case that d = 0 the rst region is actually empty.
If n=B < C then there is only one region of size d and
only one process so that  = 1.
Using the values of the parameters determined
above we can use theorem 7.2 to predict the cache performance of an implementation of frequency counting.
The misses per access can be expressed as the sum of
four terms Tn +Rn +In +In0 , corresponding to the terms
of S=K(L + 1) in the theorem. The rst term Tn from
expression 7.6 is the number of misses per access for the
traversal acting alone.
Tn = 21B :
The second term Rn from expression 7.7 gives the
expected number of misses per access for the system
of random accesses acting alone.

0
if n=B < C
Rn =
1
C ) if n=B  C:
(1
,
2
n=B

To see the e ect of these terms we plotted Tn ,
Tn +Rn , and Tn +Rn +In +In0 for realistic speci c values
of B and C. The left half of gure 2 shows these curves
for B = 4 and C = 215 = 32; 768. The traversal misses
per access are Tn = 1=2B = 1=8 for all n. Because C
is so large In0 is insigni cant for all n. When n is small
the total number of cache misses per access is near 1=8
because Rn = 0 and In is near 0. When the frequency
array is about the size of the cache, n=B = C, In is
approximately 1=2B = 1=8, and so the total misses per
access are nearly 1=4. When n is large, Rn approaches
1=2 and In approaches zero, so the misses per access
approach 5=8.
To verify our analysis, we experimentally measured
the cache performance of an implementation of frequency counting. For various values of n, the implementation generates a large array of elements chosen
uniformly at random from f0; : : :; n , 1g, then counts
their occurrence in an array of size n. We measured
the cache misses and total accesses of performing frequency counting, once again in a cache simulator using
Atom. In the simulation, both arrays held eight byte integers, and the simulated cache was one megabyte with
32 byte blocks. This gives us a cache with C = 32; 768
blocks where each block holds B = 4 eight byte integers, matching the plotted parameters above. The right
of Figure 2 shows how closely the measured cache
The third term In is the expected number of misses half
performance
the performance predicted by the
per access caused by the traversal periodically capturing formula. Formatches
all
frequency
sizes that we consideach block in the cache. From expression 7.8, these ered, the match was within array
.1%.
misses per access are
"



n=B 1 , 1 , 1
In = 2BC
n=B

BC ,(B,1) #

when the frequency array ts in the cache and are
approximately
"



C 1, 1, 1
In  2n
C

BC ,(B,1) #

otherwise. The second case is exact for d = 0, when
the frequency array size is a multiple of the cache size.
The contribution of In is maximized when n=B = C
and is negligible when n is large or small. The fourth
term In0 from expression 7.9 is the expected number of
misses caused by the random accesses to a block that is
mapped to one that is being traversed.
In0 =

(

(B ,1)
BC
B,1
2BC

if n=B < C
C ) if n=B  C:
(1 + n=B

The term In0 never exceeds 1=C; if C is large then it is
e ectively zero.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a framework for the analysis of the cache performance of algorithms as a legitimate study in the tradition of the concrete analysis
of algorithms. We analyzed several common memory
access patterns including traversals, random accesses,
and traversals with random accesses combined. We experimentally validated the analytic formulas using trace
driven cache simulation.
Naturally, there are many other memory access patterns that arise in algorithms, and new techniques need
to be devised to analyze them. Extending this work to
determine the cache performance of other memory access patterns will hopefully aid algorithm implementors
in understanding the impact of a design choice, primarily in cases where memory access performance is an issue. An interesting challenge in extending this work is
in determining the number of cache misses that occur
when two or more access patterns occur in conjunction,
that is, when the accesses from each pattern are interleaved in some way. Unlike traditional operation count
analysis, the number of cache misses incurred by two
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Figure 2: The cache performance of frequency counting. Left: a graph of the predicted misses per access showing
the contributions of the terms Tn , Rn, and In + In0 . Right: a comparison of the predicted performance with that
measured from simulation.
interleaved access patterns is not necessarily the sum
of their individual miss counts. The analysis of a scan
traversal combined with random access is one example
of this, and only full analysis allowed us to understand
which additional misses caused by their interaction were
a large contribution and which were not.
This study focuses on direct-mapped caches that
fetch data upon access, however there are other kinds
of caches that are used in modern architectures. Some
processors support prefetching and nonblocking loads.
With these features, a data item might be brought into
the cache before it is needed, essentially reducing the
number of misses incurred by an algorithm. To achieve
this, prefetching often requires reference prediction by
either the hardware or software. For scan traversals, this
is straightforward, but it can be dicult for the random
access patterns studied here. However, further study
and understanding of the cache performance of memory
access patterns could bene t prefetching analyses.
Some caches are k-way set-associative, where a
given block of memory can map to any one of k blocks
in the cache (k is typically 2 to 4). While the cache
performance of traversals and uniformly random access
patterns do not bene t from set-associativity [11], set
associativity tends to reduce the cache misses per access
for other access patterns and in practice [9]. It is our
hope that this paper will encourage other researchers
to begin studying the cache performance of algorithms
with interesting memory access patterns and to study
them in realistic cache architectures including directmapped caches and set-associative caches with a low
degree of associativity.
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